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Typical screens in normal operation

Shows battery
state on bars Name of alarm will

flash up when safety
signal received. Bars
show strength of
signal

Indicates there is an alarm
system in the area, not
coupled to this pager. This
may be OK or an error so
check with the supervisor

Quick Start Guide to using the P137/P138 Care Pager

Press for 3 sec to turn on.
If no response then charge battery
for at least 5 minutes

1. Attend the user,
2. Reset the alarm on the user’s equipment
3. and the pager will return to normal operation

automatically

Try walking towards the user’s room. If the alarm cancels
then there is a problem with the building or distance required.
Contact iTs Designs who can offer a signal booster.
If the alarm does not cancel then:

1. Check the user equipment is turned on.
2. Check the user equipment is transmitting a regular

safety signal (typically the green power light will
flash every 8-10 seconds)

3. Contact iTs Designs for further advice

Radio contact with
an alarm fitted with

“Safelink” security
has been lost. This
MUST be corrected
immediately

Typical alarm
indication. with four
levels:
Urgent, Help, Assist,
Fault

Alarm active

PTO for setup options

Charger can be left
permanently
connected or it can
boost charge from
empty in  8 hours

Full adjustment details are found in hand-
books available on:
www.alert-it.co.uk/handbooks/
Or by phoningAlert-iT

Turn Off
Enter MENU (see overleaf)
Scroll right to Turn Off & Select
Do not remove batteries as this will dam-
age the connections eventually

The Alert-it system has been designed with
due regard to reliability and integrity.
While it offers a highly vigilant monitoring
method,it is always possible that a distress
condition can go undetected for a variety of
reasons (including malfunction) and in life
threatening situations it is advisable to use
the Alert-it system in conjunction with
additional monitoring techniques (e.g.
video). Neither the manufacturer nor its
agent can accept legal responsibility to
provide a system that is infallible. The carer
is responsible for assessing the risks of
using this equipment and any settings
pertaining to it.
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Press 3 sec to enter setup

Eg Used to set tunes,
vibrate etc

Press to silence
alarms  for 5 mins

You can scroll through a
list of all active alarms in
this window.

Return to normal
(also happens after
30 seconds)

Turn off (can be
password protected

Supervisor functions:
see main handbook

Reset alarms on pager
(but any active in the
room will restart)

Scroll to menu item required

Select items

Return to normal
(also happens after
30 seconds)

Select option required

Change setting Abort changing

Disabling RF Tune is useful if monitors are turned off during the day.
This will produce an RF Fail alarm and disabling the tune prevents
the nuisance of a continuous audible warning

Support
For technical support please fax or EMail:
HELP: 0845 2179951
FAX  : 0845 2179953
Support@itsdesigns.co.uk

...using technology to care for carers

Designed by:
ITs Designs Ltd
Leicester
LE9 9FE  UK


